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Abstract—Due to the increasing use of both general-purpose
and domain-specific graphical models (e.g., UML diagrams or
graphic DSLs) in different stages of software development,
software engineers who work with these models spend more
time interacting with modeling tools. Thus, the usability of the
interaction techniques employed by modeling tools affects the
overall productivity of software development. Tool developers and
user interface designers rely on the feedback from usability tests
to optimize the user interface of tools that provide a graphical
editor. Developing a working prototype to test new techniques
is costly due to the complexity and variety of graphical models.
This results in either tests at the late stages of development when
changes are more expensive, or tests with prototypes that only
support a subset of the intended graphical models. In order to
simplify conducting usability tests, instead of using the intended
graphical models in the tests, we propose to use simpler models
that require similar interactions when being manipulated. For
this purpose, we introduce graphs with additional properties,
which we call ImitGraphs. ImitGraphs can be parametrized
such that their interaction behavior is similar to that of an
intended graphical model. Further, we introduce a method to
instruct test participants to create ImitGraphs and manipulate
them. ImitGraphs enable tool builders to develop prototypes for
usability tests faster and consequently cheaper, thus resulting in
more usability tests at early stages of tool development and on
a wider range of intended models.
Keywords-graphical model; software engineering; modeling
tool; usability test; graph
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphical models are used in various stages of software de-
velopment, such as requirements engineering, software design,
implementation, test, and maintenance. Therefore, the need
for an effective and efficient user interface for manipulating
these models is eminent. Designing a new user interface
technique with a high usability is an iterative process [1],
which requires multiple cycles of testing and improving. In
such tests, participants are asked to perform predefined tasks
using traditional and new techniques, giving the developers the
chance to measure the improvement their techniques bring.
Ideally, usability tests should cover all of the prospective
graphical models [2]. However, since conducting such tests
is expensive, designers either test a subset of their intended
graphical models or test at a late stage of tool development.
The high cost of usability tests is due to the complexity and
variety of graphical models. Thus, implementing a working
prototype that handles the intended complex models becomes
a demanding task. Eventually, user interface designers end up
with complex code for their prototypes, which is difficult to
change after receiving feedback from the tests. The possibility
of widespread changes being required makes tool developers
unwilling to invest in a comprehensive prototype. Instead, they
prefer to test their interaction techniques on a specific type of
graphical model [3]–[6].
To circumvent the complexity of graphical models, their
equivalent simple graphs are already used for layout optimiza-
tion purposes [7], but not for user interface usability tests.
Conducting user interface usability tests would be much easier,
if they could be conducted on graphs instead of the graphical
models. In that case, tool developers could implement new
techniques very quickly for simple graphs, resulting in lower
cost or more tests, and would allow their techniques to mature.
However, this is not possible due to the high degree of
simplicity in graphs compared with graphical models. The sim-
ple nature of graphs results in needing simpler manipulation
techniques. Therefore, an optimized user interface for graphs is
not necessarily appropriate for graphical models and similarly,
the feedback from usability tests on simple graphs is not
completely valid for complex graphical models. Inspired by
this idea, we asked this question: “Can we define a special type
of graph that is simple but has enough complexity to model
graphical models?” If such a type of graph can be defined,
usability testers can use it in user interface usability tests
resulting in a faster implementation of a working prototype and
a higher number of testing iterations. Finally, after achieving
an effective and efficient user interface, they can implement it
for the original graphical models.
In this research, our goal was to study graphical models used
in software development and find a way to define a special type
of graph that can be used in usability tests of manipulation
techniques instead of graphical models. To achieve this goal,
we studied the process of manipulating diagrams and the
interaction steps that a modeler takes. We found why simple
graphs behave differently compared to their original complex
graphical models. Based on these findings we defined an
extended type of graph that can be specialized to imitate the
behavior of graphical models in tests and named it ImitGraph.
Our contributions are: (i) the definition of ImitGraphs, (ii) a
method to specialize them, (iii) a set of commands to instruct
participants of usability tests to draw ImitGraphs similar to
the way they draw graphical models.
II. RELATED WORK
Studies on human-computer interactions have provided prin-
ciples of designing user interfaces with high usability [8].
However, even after following their guidelines the usability of
the software product need to be evaluated and improved [1].
Usability testing is a fundamental way of usability evalua-
tion [2]. When usability evaluation is carried out at a late
stage, changes to the interface can be costly and difficult to
implement [9]. Therefore, various methods for acquiring early
feedback are proposed, e.g., rapid prototyping techniques [10].
Although the goal of our study, which is making early usability
tests possible, is similar to those methods, we exploit the
properties of the graphical models that our targeted modeling
tools should handle.
Most of the research on enhancing the user interface of mod-
eling tools focused on the visualization, navigation and rarely
on manipulation techniques, e.g., onion graphs for visualizing
UML class diagrams [11], semantic zooming for navigating
UML diagrams [12] and off-screen visualization technique
for UML class diagrams [3]. Despite these efforts, working
with user interfaces of modeling tools is still considered as
arduous [13].
Another group of studies enhanced the visualization by
optimizing the layout of graphical models using graph layout
algorithms [7]. In these works, the information about the
elements of the graphical models is transferred to graph
layout libraries along with settings and configurations, and
these libraries return an optimized layout. Graphviz [14] is
a popular library in this field. In addition, there are other
works that created dedicated algorithms for automatic layout
of specific graphical models such as class diagrams [4], use
case diagrams [5] and data flow diagrams [6].
Most authors of related works have evaluated their proposed
approaches on one type of graphical model only due to the
expensive evaluation experiments. In this study, our goal is
to benefit from the simplicity of graphs not only for layout
optimization but to make usability tests faster on a wide
range of graphical models without the need for an ad-hoc
transformation implementation.
III. GRAPHICAL MODELS AND GRAPHS
Evaluating new interaction techniques requires testing ex-
periments which are costly. One of the main reasons of their
high cost is the complexity of the graphical models for which
a working prototype should be created. Therefore, we set
our goal to find a suitable substitute to represent graphical
models in such experiments. Specifically, our goal was to find
a model with the following properties: (i) imitate the behavior
of graphical models when being manipulated, (ii) be simple
enough to allow quick implementation of new interaction
techniques, (iii) has the potential to represent a large group of
graphical models, and (iv) be easy to learn for the participants.
Since a simple graph already meets the requirements (ii)-
(iv), it is a good starting point. We will discuss the remaining
requirement, i.e. its behavior, in the rest of this section.
A. Diagram Manipulation in an Experiment
In order to explain a sample behavior of graphical models
during manipulation, we made the following hypothetical sce-
nario, in which the participant of a test is given the description
of a process and is asked to draw a UML activity diagram. The
following process describes how the system issues an invoice
in an online shop:
The system first receives an order from a user, then, it issues
the invoice. Before issuing the invoice, if the user is a member,
the system applies a discount. In parallel to checking the user’s
membership and applying the discount, the system estimates
the delivery date to be included in the invoice.
In our hypothetical scenario, the participant reads the pro-
cess description and models the acquired information in an
activity diagram as he goes on. After reading each part of the
description and analyzing it, he applies the required changes in
his mind. At certain points, he decides to transfer the changes
from his mind to the actual diagram. This scenario is presented
in Figure 1. The first column shows the description and is
separated at the points where the text is meaningful. The
second column is separated at points where the participant
decides to transfer the changes from his mind to the actual
diagram. If the tool does not offer any feature to apply the
changes at once, he breaks down what he wants to do into
smaller steps that his tool supports. Each cell of the third
column shows the steps that the tool allows to be done at
once. The fourth column shows the drawn diagram.
The part of this process that takes place in the mind of the
test participant does not depend on the tool, but when transfer-
ring from the mind to the actual diagram, the breaking down
depends on the features of the tool. We call the operations
that are independent of the tool Model-space operation, and
the operations that depend on the tool Tool-space operation.
Each model-space operation maps to one or more tool-space
operations. Depending on the tool that is being used and the
skill of the user, the tool-space operations fulfilling one model-
space operation may differ. For example, Figure 2 shows two
possible ways of inserting a decision element between two
already existing activities in a UML activity diagram. In one
way, firstly, the connection between two activities is removed,
secondly, a new decision node is created, and finally, the
activities and the decision element are connected together. In
the other way, the decision element is created first, and then,
it is dragged over the connection between the two activities.
The tool breaks the connection automatically and creates two
new connections accordingly. In this example (Figure 2), when
only considering diagram “a” that should be transformed into
diagram “b”, it is a model-space operation and does not depend
on the tool being used. However, the intermediate steps are
tool-space operations. The modeler can choose one of these
two ways.
We define the behavior of a graphical model as the mapping
between model-space operations and the sets of tool-space
operations that fulfill those model-space operations. In other
words, we consider the behavior of two types of models to
Fig. 1. A sample scenario of drawing an activity diagram based on a natural
language description of the underlying process
be similar when two equivalent model-space operations are
done by equivalent sets of tool-space operations. We continue
by discussing two examples of how simple graphs behave
differently from software engineering graphical models.
B. The Behavior of Simple Graphs
When a user interface designer wants to add a new feature
such as the second insertion technique described in Figure 2
to his tool, he needs to be sure about the effectiveness of that
feature before implementation. Therefore, he conducts tests
with a prototype of the new technique. Figure 3 shows a part
of a possible testing experiment when the tool designer uses
a simpler equivalent graph instead of the activity diagram in
order to implement the prototype quickly. The participant is
given diagram “a” and is asked to insert another node between
Fig. 2. Inserting a decision node between two activities in two ways:
(i) removing the connection, creating the decision node and connecting them
together, and (ii) creating the decision node, dragging it over the connection
and the tool automatically breaks the connection into two connections.
the existing nodes so that it transforms into diagram “b”. While
the testers expect the participants to do this task in one of
the ways shown in Figure 2, they may do it as shown in
Figure 3, which is not possible in the activity diagram example
of Figure 2. The reason for this difference is that duplicating
the node B, connecting the new node to the existing node B
and renaming the existing node B to C is easier. Since the sets
of tool-space operations that fulfill the model-space operations
in the activity diagram and the simple graph are different, the
behavior of these two models is not similar. Therefore, the
result of this experiment is not valid for activity diagrams.
Fig. 3. Inserting a node between two existing nodes in a simple graph can
be done differently from the similar example of Figure 2
Figure 4 shows another example of simple graphs’ behavior.
In this example, the size of an element affects the behavior of
the graphical model and consequently affects the user inter-
action. The task of this experiment is to add another activity
after activity A3 so that diagram “a” transforms into diagram
“c”. Before adding the new activity element, the participants
need to provide some space by moving the other elements.
However, if the experiment is done on the equivalent graph
“b” instead of an activity diagram, adding the node E after
the node B can be done without moving other nodes resulting
in “d”. Due to the difference in behaviors of simple graphs
and activity diagrams, conclusions from this experiment are
not equally valid for activity diagrams.
By these two examples, we showed how simple graphs be-
have differently than the graphical models. Therefore, despite
meeting other requirements, they cannot represent graphical
models in manipulation usability tests. In the next section, we
describe how we compensate for this shortcoming.
IV. OUR APPROACH
Our proposal includes an extended definition of graph
called ImitGraph, a way to specialize ImitGraphs for different
Fig. 4. Similar tasks on an activity diagram and its equivalent graph may
result in different layouts
purposes and a set of commands to define model-space op-
erations. If a usability tester wants to use ImitGraphs defined
in Section IV-A, he should first define his desired types of
nodes and connections using the specialization method of
Section IV-B, and then, design tasks for participants using the
ImitGraph commands introduced in Section IV-C.
A. Definition of ImitGraphs
Inspired by the simplicity of the graphs, we extended the
definition of graphs by adding more properties to the nodes
and connections. The additional properties allow the usability
testers to specialize ImitGraphs depending on the purpose of
their tests and the graphical models involved.
ImitGraphs are composed of nodes, connections and joints.
Figure 5 shows examples of each element.
1) Node: A node is a circular element that can be assigned
different sizes, colors, and it can hold a label.
2) Connection: A connection is a line with a rectangle
in the middle. It connects two joints. The rectangle can be
assigned different colors and a label.
3) Joint: A joint is a circle at the end of a connection. Joints
attach connections to nodes. They can be assigned different
colors and labels.
Fig. 5. A node and a connection of a specialized graph
Since joints are used in defining connections and connec-
tions are used in defining the nodes, we first describe the
properties of joints, then connections and finally the nodes.
Joints have the following properties: (i) Color: the color of
a joint enables the user to distinguish different types of joints.
(ii) Label: if a graphical model requires joints to have textual
parts (e.g., the cardinalities in a class diagram), their equivalent
ImitGraph joints should hold labels instead.
Connections have the following properties: (i) Color: the
color of the rectangle enables the user to distinguish different
types of connections. (ii) Label: if a graphical model requires
the connections to have a textual part (e.g., the conditions in
a flow chart diagram), their equivalent ImitGraph connections
should hold a label. (iii) First joint: indicates the type of the
joint at one end of a connection. (iv) Second joint: indicates the
joint type for the other end of the connection. (v) Orientation:
shows if a connection can be oriented in any direction or it is
restricted to certain orientations (e.g., horizontal).
Nodes have the following properties: (i) Color: each node
type has a different color so that the users can recognize
their types. (ii) Size: if the size of the nodes matter in an
experiment they can be defined differently, otherwise, similar
node sizes make experimenting simpler. (iii) Label: if the
original graphical model’s counterpart element holds a text, the
ImitGraph node should hold a label. (iv) Connection type: each
node is restricted to be connected with other nodes with certain
types of connections. (v) Joint type: for each connection type,
it indicates which joint of the connection should be connected
to the node. (vi) Connection point: indicates if the connection
can be connected to the node at any point on the perimeter or
it is restricted to certain points (e.g., decision nodes in activity
diagrams).
In graphical models, the group of elements that have a text
can be referenced directly. The other elements are referenced
relative to the nodes of the first group. This behavior is
simulated by the ability of the nodes, joints, and connections
to accept a label or not.
B. Specialization of ImitGraphs
Before usability testers use ImitGraphs in their experiments,
different types of nodes, connections and joints should be de-
fined by specifying the properties of each type. The properties
are specified based on the elements and connections of the
graphical models on which interaction techniques are going
to be tested. Types should be defined adequately so that the
behavior of the intended graphical models can be simulated.
We called this phase Specialization.
Figure 6 shows two examples of ImitGraphs and their
original graphical model: “a” is a part of an entity-relationship
diagram (ERD) and “b” is a part of an activity diagram.
Usability testers specify different colors of the elements and
whether they accept labels or not. The colors of the nodes
in the ERD diagram’s equivalent ImitGraph are the same
since the nodes are of the same type. In contrast, the colors
of the nodes in the activity diagram’s equivalent ImitGraph
are different. The colors of the joints in both ImitGraphs are
different due to the different types of endpoints in connections
of the original models (e.g., flat, arrow and trifurcation). The
nodes, joints, and connections have labels if their counterpart
elements have texts.
The definitions of nodes and connections are reusable. Once
the nodes and connections of a certain type of graphical model
are defined, they can be used in other experiments that include
the same type of graphical model.
C. Instructing Commands to Draw ImitGraphs
To make ImitGraphs applicable in usability tests we defined
a set of commands for specifying the model-space operations.
Fig. 6. Parts of “a” an entity-relationship diagram and “b” an activity
diagram, and their equivalent specialized graphs
The usability testers use ImitGraph commands to instruct the
participants to draw a graph. Although the graph that should
be drawn in a testing experiment is equivalent to a software
engineering graphical model, the participants are not aware
of that. Since ImitGraphs do not have the semantics of their
originals, the instructing methods of the original graphical
models, e.g., the natural language description used in Figure 1,
are not applicable. Therefore, we defined a set of ImitGraph
commands to instruct the participants of tests. These com-
mands do not suggest (i) a specific layout, (ii) specific tool-
space operations, and (iii) a specific order of operations. The
end user should have a similar freedom of choosing any tool-
space operation, order and layout for drawing as he has when
drawing based on a natural language description. They even
should be able to make similar errors.
Before explaining the commands, we define two terms.
Current location can be a node or a connection. It is the last
node created, the node referenced by the last “Find Node”
command, or the connection referenced by the last “Find
Connection” command. Referenceable location is a type of
node that can be located unambiguously by the participants. It
can be a node with a label, current location, or a memorized
location specified by “Remember as” command.
As the examples in Figure 7 show, the ImitGraph commands
are partially textual and partially visual. Subsequently, we
describe the commands in more detail:
1) Create: As shown in Figure 7a, this command is fol-
lowed by a node symbol with a color and a label if required.
It instructs the participants to create a new node with the spec-
ified properties. It does not suggest any tool-space operation
(e.g., it can be created by duplicating an existing node) or a
position.
2) Branch: As shown in Figure 7b, this command is
followed by a referenceable node. Then it continues with a
sequence of connections and nodes. This command instructs
the participants to add a branch made of nodes and connections
to the diagram, which starts from a known node and ends in
a known node or a new node. The participant is free to start
from any of the connections or nodes of the sequence.
3) Find Node: Except for the nodes that are directly ref-
erenceable, other nodes should be referenced relatively. As
shown in Figure 7c, this command is followed by a node.
The node can be referenceable or not. If the specified node
is referenceable, this command instructs the participants to
consider it as the current location. Otherwise, the participant
should find a node of the specified type that is connected to
the current location and consider it as the current location.
Fig. 7. Examples of specialized graph commands that instruct participants
how to manipulate diagrams: (a) Create a new node, (b) Branching from
an existing node, (c) finding a node that is not referenceable, (d) finding a
connection, assigning it a label and inserting a new node in the middle of it.
4) Find Connection: As shown in Figure 7d, this command
is followed by a referenceable node. Then the node is followed
by a joint. This command instructs the participants to find the
specified node, and then, find the connection that is connected
with the specified joint to it. The found connection should be
considered as the current location.
5) Remember as: As shown in Figure 7d, this command
instructs the participants to assign the specified name to the
current location in their mind. If the current location was
not referenceable before, it can be referenced by this name
afterward.
6) Insert: When this command is used, the current location
should be a connection. As shown in Figure 7d, this command
is followed by a new node and after that a sequence of
connections, and nodes. It instructs the participants to add
a new branch to the diagram. The beginning of the branch
is a new node that should be placed between the nodes
connected by the connection known as the current location
at the moment. The end of the branch can be a new node or a
referenceable existing node. This command does not suggest
any order, layout or tool-space operation for creating the nodes
and connections of the new branch.
7) Recent: This command is followed by a node type that is
not referenceable. It is used to reference a node that is created
by the previous command and is basically not referenceable.
8) Other commands: Remove instructs the participants to
delete the current location. If the current location is pointing
to a node, its connections should be deleted too. Connect
followed by a referenceable node, a connection and another
referenceable node, instructs the participant to create a con-
nection between two existing nodes. Replace followed by a
node or a connection, instructs the participants to replace the
current location with the specified node or connection.
V. A SAMPLE USAGE SCENARIO
In this section, we demonstrate how usability testers can use
ImitGraphs in usability testing experiments. For this purpose,
we made a hypothetical experiment, in which the usability
testers intend to test the usability of their tool’s interaction
techniques when manipulating activity diagrams. For this pur-
pose, they ask the participants to draw an ImitGraph. Before
the tests, the testers specialize the ImitGraph to imitate the
behavior of activity diagrams by defining equivalent joints,
connections, and nodes. Then, they use ImitGraph commands
to create a task based on the process of Figure 1.
The participants are not aware of the relationship between
the graph that they draw and the activity diagram. They first
study the definition of the nodes, connections and joints.
Then, they read the commands one by one like a natural
language description, and at certain points decide to perform
the commands that they have read. Since the commands only
instruct the participants to imagine an addition or change,
the decision of how to perform them is made based on the
available tool features. The first column of Figure 8 shows
the task made of commands. The second column shows how
participants can split the task into model-space operations.
The third column shows tool space operations that participants
perform to fulfill each model-space operation. In this example,
we assumed that the tool under test is a simple drawing tool
that can create nodes, connect them and insert a node in the
middle of a connection. Different participants can split the
task in different ways and perform the model-space operations
with different tool-space operations. Figure 8 only shows one
possible way.
The specialized ImitGraph defined by the usability testers
based on our activity diagram example (Figure 1) includes two
types of joints which are presented in Table I, two types of
connections which are presented in Table II, and six types of
nodes which are presented in Table III.
In Table I, the white joint type (J1) represents the simple flat
end of the connections in activity diagrams. The green joint
type (J2) represents the arrow end of the connections. None
of the joints can have a label in this example.
In Table II, the beige connection type (C1) represents the
connections of activity diagrams which have a flat end (J1)
and an arrow end (J2). They can be oriented in any angle and
can hold a label when they are connected to the equivalents
of decision nodes. The red connection type (C2) is used to
represent fork/join elements of activity diagrams. They are flat








Type Symbol Label Firstjoint
Second
joint Orientation
C1 optional J1 J2 any
C2 no J1 J1 horizontal
In Table III, the gray node type (N1) represents the start









type Min Max Connection point
N1 30 no C1 J1 1 1 any
N2 30 no C1 J2 1 1
any
N3 30 yes C1 J2 1 1
any
C1 J1 1 1 any
N4 30 no
C1 J2 0 1 top
C1 J1 0 1 bottom
C2 - 1 2 left, right
N5 30 no C1 J2 1 1 top, left, right, bottomC1 J1 2 3 top, left, right, bottom
N6 30 no C1 J2 2 3 top, left, right, bottomC1 J1 1 1 top, left, right, bottom
It can have only one simple arrow connection (C1), which
connects to the node by its flat end (J1) and at any point of the
node’s perimeter. The purple node type (N2) represents the end
element of activity diagrams. It is similar to N1 but connects to
the arrow from the arrow end (J2). The white node type (N3)
represents the activity elements of activity diagrams. They hold
labels and have one incoming connection and one outgoing
connection of type C1. Incoming connections connect with a
J2 joint and outgoing connections connect with a J1 joint. The
connections can connect at any point to this type of nodes.
The blue node type (N4) are used in creating equivalents
of fork/join elements of activity diagrams. Multiple nodes of
this type represent one fork/join element. For this purpose,
they are connected together with C2 connections that can
only be oriented horizontally and are connected only from
left and right. The number of N4 nodes that represent a
fork/join element depends on the number of incoming and
outgoing connections of the fork/join element. The incoming
connections of type C1 connect with a J2 joint to the top. The
outgoing connections of type C1 connect with a J1 joint to
the bottom. The orange (N5) and the yellow (N6) node types
represent decision and merge elements of activity diagrams.
Therefore, they are restricted to be connected at the top, left,
right and bottom only.
This example shows that specialized ImitGraphs can be
drawn in the same way as their original graphical model. In
addition, ImitGraph commands can instruct the participants to
draw a graph without suggesting any layout, operation or or-
der. The participants are responsible for choosing appropriate
tool-space operations. The definition of the joints, connections,
and nodes make the participants draw the diagrams with a
layout similar to the original graphical model.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
User interface researchers and tool developers who work
on improving the usability of software modeling tools need
to conduct tests to evaluate the effectiveness of their new
ideas and gather feedback to improve them. In this paper, we
proposed ImitGraphs, an extended version of graphs that can
Fig. 8. Equivalent scenario of Figure 1 in ImitGraph notation. The first
column contains the task given to the participants. The second column shows
the detected model-space opreations by the participant. The third column
shows the corresponding tool-space operations. The last column shows the
resulting diagram at each step.
be used in such tests instead of real graphical models. The
benefits of using this approach are: (i) fast development of a
working prototype to evaluate new ideas resulting in a lower
cost and earlier feedback, (ii) evaluating the effectiveness of
the new ideas on a wider range of graphical models, and
(iii) possibility to recruit participants with no prior knowledge
about the intended graphical models for the experiments. In
exchange for these benefits, tool developers (a) have to teach
ImitGraphs definition and its commands to the participants
before their first experiment, and (b) must develop a working
prototype for ImitGraphs which is not a part of the final
product. The former can be compensated by enabling testers
to recruit participants more easily since more people fit. The
latter can be justified by the low cost of developing a tool for
ImitGraphs due to their simple appearance and the fact that the
developed prototypes and the definitions of the ImitGraphs will
not be thrown away. They will be used in further optimizations
and tests of future improvements of the user interface. Even
other user interface designers and researchers can benefit from
the already developed prototypes and definitions to rapidly test
their ideas at a very early stage.
Since ImitGraphs imitate the interaction behavior and layout
properties of graphical models, the gained experience and
feedback can be transferred to the original models. Therefore,
ImitGraphs can be used to test a wide range of user interface
interaction features such as drawing commands, automatic
alignment of elements, placement of connections, readjustment
of the layout when changes occur or when more space is
required and providing frequently done operations as a single
command. The presentation of the tools such as placement
of the buttons and activators, the structure of the menus, the
expressiveness of the icons, the way of showing hints and
extra information can be tested, in addition to their features.
Furthermore, complex features such as graphical search and
filter can be optimized by conducting tests using ImitGraphs.
This study will continue with specializing ImitGraphs for
some of the most frequently used graphical models in software
engineering, developing tool-support for manipulating Imit-
Graphs, and finally, use them in real experiments to evaluate
ImitGraphs.
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